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Virtual Control and Synthesis of Music Performances: Qualitative Evaluation of Synthesized Timpani Exercises

The increasing availability of software for creating real-time simulations of musical instrument sounds allows for the design of new visual and sounding media. These past decades have especially focused on the control of real and virtual instruments by natural gestures. In this paper, we present and extensively evaluate a framework (Figure 1) for the control of virtual percussion instruments, by modeling and simulating virtual percussionists gestures. By positioning the virtual performer at the center of the gesture-sound synthesis system, we aim at providing original tools to analyze and synthesize instrumental gesture performances. Our physics-based approach for gesture simulation brings some insight into the effect of biomechanical parameters of the gesture on the instrumental performance. Simulating both gesture and sound by physical models leads also to a coherent and human-centered interaction and provides new ways of exploring the mapping between gesture and sound. The use of motion capture data enables the realistic synthesis of both pre-recorded and novel percussion sequences from the specification of gesture scores. Such scores involve motion editing techniques applied to simple beat attacks. We therefore propose an original gesture language based on the instrumental playing techniques. This language is characterized by expressivity, interactivity with the user, and the possibility to take into account co-articulation between gesture units. Finally, providing 3D visual rendering synchronized with sound rendering allows us to observe virtual performances to the light of real ones, and to qualitatively evaluate both pedagogical and compositional capabilities of such a system.
Background

Digital musical instruments have been widely studied during the past decades, focusing mostly on the elaboration of new interfaces for controlling sound processes (Miranda and Wanderley 2006). The design of these new musical instruments relies fundamentally on the input gesture they can track and both sensor and camera-based motion capture systems have become widespread solutions for tracking instrumental gestures (Kapur et al 2003). More specifically about percussion tracking, one can find comprehensive comparisons of tracking solutions (Tindale et al 2005, Benning et al 2007). Such systems may also be used for the analysis of performer gestures (Dahl 2004, Bouënard et al 2010a), where a good understanding of movements leads to the identification of gesture parameters that may be used for
interacting with sound synthesis processes.

Nevertheless, motion capture data intrinsically present several drawbacks. The recorded motion is dependent on the uniqueness of the interaction situation under study, in the sense that it is difficult to extrapolate it to new instrumental situations. With such data-based approaches, it is indeed far from straightforward to go beyond the recorded data and reuse it to synthesize adaptative and realistic new performances. Moreover, these systems do retrieve kinematic motion data but fall short in retrieving the physical aspects of the recorded situation. The interaction between such kinematic data with sound relies then on non-intuitive multi-dimensional correspondences (Dobrian and Koppelman 2006). Therefore, a promising research trend consists in providing motion models that could interact with sound synthesis processes.

Developments in sound synthesis have given rise to various methods to generate percussive sounds. Specifically, physics-based synthesis of percussive sounds has involved the modeling of a hammer, collision and sliding excitations (Avanzini and Rochesso 2004, Avanzini 2007), as well as drum skins (Chuchacz et al 2007). However, their main limitation seems to lie in the way they are controlled. Despite a few early attempts to approach this issue, it is still not clear how to formally relate these models to the excitation by a (real or virtual) performer.

Most of works have involved the interaction of a virtual percussion with a real performer (Mäki-Patola 2005), and contributions exploring the modeling of the equivalent gestures by the definition of a synthetic performer are fairly new. These are either based on real-world robotic models or virtual characters.

Robotic models have been used for synthesizing percussion performances (Weinberg and Driscoll 2006, Hoffman and Weinberg 2010, Kapur et al 2010). Such models generally include the design of mechanical actuators driven by various control solutions (electro-valve, solenoids, motors) for putting robots into motion,
while multi-agents approaches can be involved to specify or make emerge collaborative rules between robots (Eigenfeldt and Kapur 2008).

More related to our work among virtual models are the contributions involving a slowly evolving mechanical model (Gibet and Florens 1988), as well as the simulation of a simplified articulated arm hitting a vibrating membrane (Gibet and Marteau 1990). More recent attempts to overcome this limitation involve the animation of virtual models from MIDI data flows (Hänninen et al 1996, Lytle 2001), or from rigid body simulations with the corresponding sound synthesis (van den Doel et al 2001, O’Brien et al 2002).

Regarding either regarding robotics-inspired or virtual solutions, their main limitation seems to be related to the difficulty to compare to motion data extracted from real performances. Furthermore these do not address a complete physics-based modeling of instrumental actions and subtleties that a virtual performer could use. Our contribution addresses these issues and proposes a physics-based model of a percussionist that can be driven by real percussion (timpani) data. It enables the synthesis of pre-recorded as well as novel percussion sequences by the specification of a gesture score, the latter consisting of a choice of pre-recorded gesture units.

The paper is organized as follows. In a first time, we present the basic techniques related to timpani performance as well as the building of a motion capture database. We then introduce the global architecture of our framework, from the editing of a gesture score and the real-time simulation of percussion gestures, to its mapping to sound synthesis processes for synthesizing whole percussion performances. A qualitative evaluation of our framework is then conducted, which consists in the synthesis of percussion sequences composed of gesture units from the database. These sequences reflect both percussion exercises that are already available in the database but also exercises that were not initially captured. We then discuss the advantages and limitations of our approach, and finally conclude with
Timpani Performance

In this work, we focus on a particular type of percussion instrument, timpani (Figure 2). Timpani related equipment is mainly composed of a bowl, a head and mallets. In general, timpanists have to cope with several timpani (usually four) with bowls varying in size (Friese and Lepak 1985, Instrumentalist 1984). As for timpani mallets, they consist of a shaft and a head, and are designed in a multitude of lengths, weights, thicknesses and materials, their choice being of great importance (Instrumentalist 1984).

Timpani performers use a wide range of playing techniques. First, there are two main strategies for holding mallets: the French grip (also called “thumbs-up”) and the German grip (or “matched” grip). These strategies imply different positions of the hand (vertical palm with the French grip, horizontal with the German grip), and thus different motions of the wrist and of the fingers. Moreover, the use of the limbs differ: the French grip imposes larger movement amplitudes of the arms and forearms. It should be noted however that many timpanists use techniques
combining some features of the two main techniques described here.

Performers commonly use various gesture articulation modes (legato, tenuto, accent, vertical accent and staccato), as well as three distinct locations of impacts (one-third of membrane radius, center and rim). The most used is the one-third location, producing a full sound with substantial resonance. The center (sharp and muffled attack with barely any resonance) and rim (metallic sound and a resonance bringing out mostly high frequencies) are used less often, but have been adopted by composers since Elliott Carter (Carter 1968).

**Motion Capture Protocol and Database**

As initially proposed in (Bouënard et al 2008a), we captured the motion of several timpani performers using a Vicon infra-red camera tracking system and a standard DV camera that allow both the retrieval of gesture and sound. Percussionists used a lycra suit fitted with markers placed according to the marker positions of Vicon’s Plug-in Gait model. In order to retrieve beat impacts, markers have also been placed on the mallets. It should be noted that the placement of markers on mallets can have an impact on the recorded performance since it can slightly change their balance. The balance between left and right mallets can also be altered since different placements have been used, as a means of recognizing left and right mallets during the processing of motion data. A careful choice of the size of the timpani has been done as regards to capture conditions. A 23”timpani has therefore been chosen to minimize the occlusion of markers by the timpani bowl.

Three percussionists were asked to perform a pre-defined capture protocol consisting of a single stroke roll for each playing mode. For each mode, performers were asked to change the location of the beat impact according to the three locations described in the previous section. In total, fifteen examples of timpani exercises were performed for each percussionist (each with five beats per hand). The performers
had varied degrees of musical expertise (from Professor to Master Student or Undergraduate Student), used different grip strategies (French or German), and also differed in dominant handedness.

The choice of the sampling rate used for the acquisition of percussive gestures is important for the quality of the capture data, mostly because of the short duration of the beat impact (Wagner 2006). With high sampling rates (500Hz and above), one can expect to retrieve beat articulations more accurately, but the spatial range is significantly reduced so that it may be difficult to capture the whole body of the performer in a limited performance space (medium sized room), given a reasonable number of IR cameras (in our case, six cameras were used). For this project, a compromise was chosen by setting the cameras at 250Hz, allowing both full-body capture as well as a reasonably high sampling rate for capturing reliably mallet beat impacts.

**Gesture-Sound Synthesis System**

The proposed system integrates both visual and sound feedback through the real-time simulation of instrumental percussion gestures from a user-defined sequence of gestures, a "gesture score". The global architecture (Figure 1) involves three steps: a) the editing of a sequence of instrumental gestures using data from a motion capture database, b) the physics simulation of the chosen instrumental gestures, and c) interaction strategies between simulated gesture and the sound synthesis process.

**Editing and Composition of Gesture Scores**

The basis of the editing process is highly inspired from existing event-based works in representing music-related materials. One of the most widespread examples is the approach that was adopted in the design of the MIDI protocol. Similarly, we define a set of events that can be used in our system for synthesizing percussion
performances. However, the drastic difference is that our system uses the manipulation of elementary gesture events. In fact, these gesture events consist of motion signals coming directly from collected data presented in section “Timpani Performance”, and we will therefore refer to them as gesture units. Figure 1 depicts the use of such gesture units in our synthesis system. The editing and assembling of these canonical gesture units lead to a gesture score, whose equivalent signal is then simulated by our system.

As proposed in (Ramstein 1991, Bouënard et al 2008b), such gesture units can be obtained from the segmentation of each multi-beat percussion signal into single beat-to-beat units (i.e. the motion between two beat impacts) by examining the physical activity of the performer-instrument interaction. However, in a simulation context, problems may arise from the assembling of such beat-to-beat gesture units. This segmentation creates two types of problems. The first one is related to the fact that linking two gesture units at the moment of the beat impact may create unwanted kinematic discontinuities, concerning the position and orientation (and their derivatives) of both mallet extremities and body segments. Another problem that can occur is the alteration of beat impact profiles. Linking two gesture units at the beat impact would lead to separate impact profiles in two phases, which may result in the modification of the action/reaction mechanical nature of the impact. Finally, placing the articulation at the exact moment of the beat impact is at odds with the usual decomposition of instrumental gestures into preparatory, interaction and retraction gestures. Such gesture units are analogous to movemes (Bregler 1997) and dynemes (Green and Guan 2004) in motion pattern recognition, as they are the source of high-level parameters retaining motion variations that can distinguish between different executions of a motion (Bouënard et al 2010a).

We therefore translate gesture units from beat-to-beat to beat-centered units. The articulation point is then placed between the retraction phase of the previous
gesture unit and the preparatory phase of the next one. Because even such a unit representation may lead to discontinuities in position and velocity between two gesture units, we ensure a $C^1$ continuity on drumstick extremity trajectories. Examples of beat-centered gesture units for legato and accent articulation modes are presented in Figure 1, with the corresponding simulation of the two-units assembling.

**Virtual Performer Simulation**

The physics modeling and control of the virtual percussionist is divided in two parts: (a) an offline process for specifying the physics model from the anthropometry of the captured percussionist, and (b) the real-time physics-based control loop achieving the simulation of the previously edited gesture score.

The physics-based model of the virtual percussionist is composed of a set of rigid solids linked by mechanical joints, considered as the virtual performer skeleton. The biomechanical properties of this skeleton (solids’ length, mass, density, inertia) are initialized by motion capture data. The motion of every solid composing the physics model is simulated by solving the physical motion equations thanks to the Open Dynamics Engine library. The time step used for simulating the synthesized exercises presented in this paper is about 1 milli-second.

Our control paradigm operates directly from the mallet extremity trajectories infers joints angles (such as shoulder, elbow, wrist) from mallet trajectories. In a extracted from the gesture score, and solves two cascaded inverse problems (Bouënard et al 2009a, 2009b, 2010b). In a first time, an Inverse Kinematics module second time, an Inverse Dynamics module exploits the joints angles previously computed for driving the mechanical joints of the virtual performer. For each mechanical joint, the physics control loop involves its angular state and target, and computes the necessary torques to be applied on the linked solids for reaching the
target angle. It should be noted that mechanical joints are modeled as springs with damping and stiffness coefficients that are used to model tension and relaxation factors of the virtual performer.

**Multimodal Simulation and Interaction**

The physics layer is exploited to express the mapping between the simulation of percussion gestures and sound synthesis methods at the physics level. The interaction between simulated percussion gestures and sound synthesis involves a collision detection algorithm that retrieves information on the impact position, velocity and force (direction and amplitude). Such interaction model can therefore be applied to various types of sound output: pre-recorded percussive sounds, signal-based (wavetable) and physics-based sound synthesis. For the physics-based sound synthesis, we experimented with a modal synthesis approach, using Modalys (Adrien 1989; Ellis et al 2005).

Two levels of interaction are involved in the simulations presented in this paper. The first one is a one-to-one mapping between the virtual performer simulation and the sound simulation. The vibrating membrane parameters are its size, stiffness, Young’s modulus, and are shared between the two simulations. Beat
impact information is composed of the location on the membrane as well as the attack velocity and force. The second level of interaction is the communication of such beat impact parameters in real-time. This communication is achieved by using the Open Sound Control protocol, therefore helping the broadcast of parameters independently of the number and type of machines involved for the simulations.

As for visual outputs, users may explore the percussion performance space and visualize different features of interest (Figure 3), such as static information attached to the joints, mallets’ 3D trajectories, varied camera views, virtual character rendering, as well as the visualization of impact forces and positions.

**Musical Evaluation of Virtual Percussion Performances**

One of the most interesting outcomes of such framework is the possibility of handling and assembling heterogeneous performances using a combination of a few percussion gesture units. Thanks to the physics simulation of the virtual performer, the issue of gesture articulation between movement units is partly addressed by the physics engine, thus leading to a more natural sequence of movements. Although, the resulting articulation is not necessarily equivalent to real performer techniques, it will nevertheless be a physically plausible solution to the problem. To evaluate the proposed framework, we have simulated an extensive set of musical examples consisting of several timpani exercises. The percussion exercises to be simulated as well as the resulting simulations were chosen and evaluated by the last author (who is a university percussion professor and active performer) by focusing both on the visual and auditory feedback, first simultaneously and then separately. The resulting exercises are available in the DVD submitted jointly to the paper. These exercises are divided in two main categories: validation and extrapolation exercises.

Throughout this section, all percussion exercises exploit gesture units for the French grip from the motion capture database described in section “Timpani
Performance”. The notation corresponding to timpani playing variations is described in Table 1, and is used as the standard notation throughout the rest of this paper for describing percussion exercise scores.

**Validation Exercises**

The first category, validation exercises, aims at verifying the accuracy with which the proposed framework can synthesize percussion movements (and sounds) similar to the captured movements in the database. They consist in independent exercises that explore variations on the type of grip, the type of playing mode, as well as the position of the impact on the drum membrane (Figure 4). In this section we analyze how the system manages to connect independent gesture units taken from the database, where each exercise consists on a sequence of similar types of strokes. We particularly simulated the exercises depicted in Figure 4, several sequences of (a) legato strokes, (b) tenuto strokes, (c) accent strokes, (d) vertical accent strokes, and (e) staccato strokes, all at the one-third location, and several sequences of legato strokes at (f) the one-third, (g) center, and (h) rim locations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Articulations</th>
<th>Legato</th>
<th>Tenuto</th>
<th>Accent</th>
<th>Vertical accent</th>
<th>Staccato</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Legato" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Tenuto" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Accent" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Vertical accent" /></td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Staccato" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impacts</th>
<th>One-third</th>
<th>Center</th>
<th>Rim</th>
<th>Left</th>
<th>Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="One-third" /></td>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Center" /></td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Rim" /></td>
<td><img src="image9" alt="Left" /></td>
<td><img src="image10" alt="Right" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Timpani playing notation
Figure 4: Validation exercises. (a) Sequence of legato strokes. (b) Sequence of tenuto strokes played at the rim. (c) Sequence of accent strokes. (d) Sequence of vertical accent strokes. (e) Sequence of staccato strokes. (f) Sequence of legato strokes played at the one-third. (g) Sequence of legato strokes played at the center. (h) Sequence of legato strokes played at the rim.
Extrapolation Exercises
The second category, extrapolation exercises, consists in musical excerpts that go beyond those obtained with motion capture. Such exercises were not performed by the musicians and therefore no corresponding articulation data are available. They typically mix various types of gestures and impact positions in one excerpt, as well as variations on the tempo of the performances, as depicted on Figure 5. We typically simulated several sequences of different gesture articulations. The major difference between exercises presented in Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) is that the former aims at testing the smooth sequencing of the gesture articulations, whereas the latter aims at testing the velocity and fidelity of quick changes between three particular articulations. We also simulated a well-known exercise consisting of an accelerando-decelerando of legato strokes - Figure 5(c) and Figure 5(d). This exercise aims at testing the ratio between the maximum velocity and the gesture fidelity our system can cope with. A final exercise – Figure 5(e) – consists in testing the sequencing of different beat impact locations for a given gesture articulation.

Qualitative Evaluation
A first musical evaluation was achieved for determining the overall degree of expertise of the virtual performer. From the resulting simulations, we can see that the virtual timpanist’s performance is similar to that of a beginner/intermediate performer. Exercises have been performed with a wide and accurate collection of variations in impact locations and in the motion of the arm and forearm, even if only parts of the articulations were performed correctly.

Before going more deeply into the evaluation of the validation and extrapolation exercises, three general issues have been identified. A first issue, the capture limitation, is related to the data collected during our motion capture sessions. The capture limitation involves the lack of available data for the fingers
Figure 5: Extrapolation exercises. (a) Five gesture units repeated four times: staccato, legato, tenuto, accent and vertical accent. (b) Variations between legato and accent strokes, ending with a vertical accent. (c) Accelerando-decelerando of legato strokes. Note that the timpani database only has samples at a given tempo. (d) Height of the mallet extremity, the top arrow shows an amplitude increase, as well as a small drop when approaching the maximum accelerando velocity. (e) Sequence of legato strokes played at various locations on the drum membrane.
which are key components for the characterization of the grips. This can be an issue for highly-trained timpanists for evaluating how accurate the grip simulation is. The second issue, the gesture simulation limitation, is related to our physics-based simulation framework which apparently may cause exaggeration in upper-body movements, or conversely fixed movements for lower-body parts. It can then be difficult to discriminate between articulation modes, or to judge the body involvement of the virtual performer. Finally, a third issue, the sound limitation, is related to the Modalys membrane model that may not show as much variability as real timpani instrument. This can be difficult for instance for discriminating between some of impact locations. These three limitations can be found at different levels both for validation and extrapolation exercises.

Regarding validation exercises, the resulting simulations proved to show significant variations in the quality of the gesture articulations – exercises depicted by Figure 4(a-e). A much more satisfying comment is about impact locations simulations – exercises depicted by Figure 4(g-h) – where impact points were judged as accurate. However, the gesture simulation limitation has also been identified by an exaggeration of shoulders motion. A particular attention has also been paid on the sound outcome which was judged plausible and differential for the articulation modes, although the sound simulation limitation was pointed out as a factor of drifts in attack saturation and resonance compared to real timpani sounds.

As for extrapolation exercises, a first source of satisfaction is the comments obtained for exercises depicted by Figure 5(a-b). The transition between articulation modes (legato, tenuto, accent, vertical accent and staccato) has been judged as fairly smooth and realistic, with changes perceptible throughout the simulation. Discrepancies have however been noticed particularly for legato-tenuto and tenuto-accent pairs, so that visual differences between these are sometimes not very clear. This can be attributed to a combination of capture and gesture simulation
limitations, as unavailable finger effects as well as motion exaggeration may have altered part of the fine subtleties between these gesture modes. More interestingly about the accelerando-decelerando exercise, we can identify an height amplitude decrease of the mallet motion for respecting the beat velocity, as attested by the middle portion of the arrow in Figure 5(d). As for the quality of the gesture-sound interaction, a crescendo occurs naturally during the accelerando by setting the timpani membrane in resonance. It should be noticed that these features are also used by real timpanists to cope with roll speed and build-up a crescendo during a roll. This fact also attests to the natural response of the Modalys model of the drum membrane in response to the simulated legato strokes under an accelerando tempo variation. It shows moreover that the interaction model, and especially the collision detection of beat impacts, offers realistic features such as contact durations and forces in comparison to real timpani performances. This exercise also test the limits of our system, the speed/quality ratio of our system is somewhat reached with this exercise, since an irregular motion flow appears when approaching the maximum beat velocity, consequently the impact locations substantially change, causing inconsistency in the quality of the sounds produced. Finally, the exercise testing the sequencing of beat impact locations – Figure 5(e) – gave interesting results as differences both in location and sound output were judged as perceptible, and more specifically with respect to the end of the exercise, i.e. the two last groups of four strokes when switching between one-third, center, one-third and rim locations. However, it has been noted that center locations should have been more obvious among the three types of location, specifically for the centered strokes. The major reason for this effect is that the original recorded performances that were used to build and simulate this exercise were not performed accurately enough with respect to impact position. As we will discuss in the next section, the recorded beat impact locations - hollow symbols on Figure 6 - for the center location are too near to those
corresponding to the one-third location. This illustrates the important influence of the captured performance on our system, which will conserve performer’s style but also drifts if any.

Discussion
Simulating instrumental percussion gestures for controlling sound synthesis processes presents advantages and limitations, and these are of different orders when considering each module of our framework. In the following sections we will analyze in detail some of the sources of variability that are produced by our simulation system and may be at the origin of unwanted artifacts, as well as new interesting possibilities. We therefore consider sequentially the advantages and limitations of, firstly, the instrumental gesture simulation and secondly the gesture editing step (cf. Figure 1).

Virtual Performer Simulation
We here underline the importance of the parameterization of the underlying physics model of virtual character. A non-optimal parameterization can lead to artifacts in the resulting synthesis of virtual percussionist gestures, as well as to effects on synthesized sounds. We also highlight the interest of simulating instrumental gestures with respect to the possible modulation of synthesized gestures while preserving the initial style and expressive characteristics of real percussion performances.

Advantages
From a simulation point of view, once an acceptable parameterization is achieved, it has been shown that associating a motion capture database and the physics-based synthesis of instrumental gestures yields accurate simulations (Bouënard 2009c,
A first advantage of the physics-based framework for simulating percussion gestures is the retrieval of the physical aspects (beat impacts) of the recorded instrumental gestures. No information was initially been recorded concerning beat impact durations and forces, our system therefore starts from pure kinematic data (joints position) to re-build a whole performance with physical interactions. A second advantage of our system is its virtual nature. Indeed, the proposed framework allows the modeling of realistic phenomena occurring during real percussion performances. Furthermore, it also allows going beyond reality, and provides the possibility of modifying the parameters of the virtual environment as wanted for creating new percussion performances. It is possible to explore changes in the physical model of the virtual percussionist, as well as in the interaction schemes between synthesized gestures and sound synthesis inputs through the contact information provided by the physical framework.

From a more musical point of view, an issue to take into account is the small variations in movements that are important to produce expressive performances. Indeed, deadpan virtual performances where movements are kept as close to an ideal movement target as possible are generally considered mechanical and non-expressive. Although our focus is more on the technical capabilities of our virtual performer, the smooth and non-mechanical interpretation of the simulated exercises is important. By choosing a single gesture unit for representing each playing mode in the various simulations (see section “Editing and Composition of Gesture Scores”), we might actually expect to eliminate the natural variability of movements from the original performance by the (real) percussionists. Nevertheless, thanks to the physics simulation layer, starting from a unique gesture unit for each gesture type will produce synthesized gestures with inherent variability due to the dynamic characteristic of the virtual character. Exploiting (while controlling) such drifts for
Figure 6: Comparison of impact locations: small hollow, large hollow and small bold symbols represent resp. strokes from the database, chosen strokes in the database and simulated impact locations.

slightly modifying the instrumental gesture may produce a form of expressiveness. The propagation (not the amplification) of such numerical drifts is also influenced by the editing and the articulation of gesture units. These small differences in gestural trajectories therefore lead to variations in the impact locations on the membrane, thus producing variations in corresponding synthesized sound. These different effects may be explored musically, and actually lead to non-mechanical performances by the virtual percussionist. An example is presented in Figure 6, comparing recorded and simulated legato strokes for the French grip. One can note the comparable variability of the (real) percussionist’s strokes from motion capture (small hollow symbols), and the resulting variability of the synthesized strokes (small bold symbols) from multiple simulations of each gesture unit.

Limitations
Depending on the sequence and speed of the selected gestures, as well as to the fine
tuning of the mechanical joints, simulation artifacts can appear and result in large variations in beat impact positions and forces. These variations are due to the adaptation of the physics simulation to the constraints in the movement data, and may yield unexpected sound phenomena. An example is presented in Figure 7, where the virtual musician performs a sequence of four beats played legato with different sets of physical constraints. The parameterization of the mass and density of the different segments composing the physical model of the virtual percussionist should be chosen carefully, so that the inertial behavior of the system is comparable to that of humans. Otherwise unexpected artifacts may be obtained, cf. Figure 7(a) and Figure 7(b).

Moreover, it has been observed that percussion grips may have an influence on the quality of the simulations. While French grip-related simulations work well, German ones are less satisfactory. This can be explained by the fact that the German grip involves generally a technique requiring that the arms stay relatively immobile during a large portion of the gesture unit. This ends with a very stiff configuration of
the physics model for achieving this posture control that may lead to numerical instabilities. Moreover, the German grip requires more control from the wrist and fingers, features that are not taken into account in our model. Figure 7(c) shows the effect of this issue on the resulting sound. The virtual performer is given a task to perform a sequence of accent strokes using captured data of the German grip. From the resulting sounds, one can notice that at some moments, (1) the sound amplitude is larger than average, and (2) the resulting beats are not regularly spaced, although no dynamics or tempo variation was present in the score. Issue (1) characterizes a larger stroke as an artifact from the sound synthesis generation, i.e. the simulated gesture presents strokes that are very close temporally and spatially. The collision detection events, performed in a short lapse time, are then interpreted by the Modalys system which "glues" them together as a single yet much stronger stroke. As for issue (2), it can be explained by the limitations of both the capture database and the simulation framework, as discussed above.

**Motion Database and Gesture Editing**

Our framework depends highly on the motion clips initially recorded during the acquisition process of motion data. The editing processes associated with the motion database are off-line components that are of particular importance when considering the composition of a gesture score. We initially highlight the advantages of our framework in considering the simulation of percussion performances at the gestural level. We then discuss the completeness of the available motion capture database, as well as the editing method presented in this paper.

*Advantages*

In this work, we adopted a sketching approach to the composition of gesture scores made of elementary gesture units. Beginning and ending points of a gesture unit are
determined from mallet height trajectories. This constitutes an intuitive process where the user only needs to select and assemble a limited amount of canonical gesture units, one for representing each timpani playing variation. The whole gesture score can then be formed from copy-and-paste and concatenation operations on these gesture units.

Although the presented model does not take into account the subtle articulation mechanisms occurring in real percussion performances, a simple articulation of gesture units is implicitly achieved by the internal physics simulation when the gesture score simulation switches from a gesture unit to another. Our simple yet effective sketching process for composing gesture scores solely based on mallet extremity trajectories has the advantage of offering the articulation mechanism transparently to the user.

Another advantage of our framework in considering the composition at the gestural level is the preservation of the expressive features inherent to real percussion performances. As the composition process of gesture scores relies highly on real motion data, this insures that simulations will preserve the expressive components of the gesture units used in the gesture score. It allows consequently to preserve the style of the real performer in the simulated percussion performances. Extrapolation exercises can then be considered as supplementary exercises that we could have asked the percussionist to perform.

The presented motion capture database in section “Timpani Performance” focuses on a particular excerpt among the multitude of percussion techniques used by timpani performers. Our system provides the interesting possibility of enriching this limited database by the editing and simulation of novel percussion performances. One can therefore consider our approach as a mean of preventing the tedious and time-consuming task of capturing an exhaustive motion database containing all the possible combinations of playing techniques.
Limitations

The motion capture database presented in section “Timpani Performance” focuses on a specific set of timpani playing techniques, i.e. it provides gesture examples only for these playing techniques. As seen before, this fact limits the possible simulations to be performed with the proposed system. It also raises the question of the quality of the original captured motion. For instance we can see in Figure 6 the distribution of beat impacts from captured data is not as accurate as expected, with center locations too near from one-third locations. It leads to simulations showing the same trend, as pointed out in the qualitative evaluation.

Another limiting issue is the choice of the set of gesture units used during the editing step (section “Editing and Composition of Gesture Scores”). Such issue yields inevitably to the question of the existence of a best-suited gesture unit as well as its automatic recognition, compared to other examples of the same playing variation. If such “best” gesture unit exists, how can one identify it among the numerous replicates available in the motion database? Otherwise, does it make sense to average multiple gesture units so that a “mean” gesture unit can be used? We believe that using an average gesture might lead to the loss of some of the expressive features implicitly contained in the gesture signal. We therefore chose one specific gesture example within the sequence, without trying to find an optimized criteria for automatically identifying and selecting it.

A final issue related to the editing process is the concatenation of gesture units, which is the basis of the composition process. The gesture composition presented in this paper reveals only a sketching approach for composing gesture scores. It could be improved by considering higher-level planning processes responsible for the sequencing of gestures. In real percussion playing, high-level control mechanisms are indeed in charge of the articulation between playing modes, depending on many factors such as playing style, tempo variations as well as
expressive nuances.

**Conclusion and Future Work**

We presented a system for synthesizing percussion performances, from the editing process of gesture scores, to the physics simulation of a virtual percussionist that controls sound synthesis processes. The approach was applied to the simulation of both validation and extrapolation exercises consisting in pre-recorded as well as new edited percussion sequences. The qualitative evaluation of both validation and extrapolation exercises by a university percussion professor have attested the overall realism of the resulting simulations. Our system is capable of handling realistic motion strategies, such as performing gesture articulations separately, as well as their smooth sequencing. Our system can also cope with motion-sound strategies that are tightly linked. The best example is the accelerando-decelerando exercise which showed that the virtual performer could adapt to high tempi and adequately decrease his mallet height while performing a sound crescendo, which are real-world properties of a percussion roll. timing properties. The evaluation also pointed out three major issues that make room for improvements for our gesture-sound synthesis system.

The capture limitation yielded to difficulties to recognize some gesture articulations in our simulated exercises. Although our motion capture setup does capture the orientation of hands and mallets, such information appears to be insufficient for modeling accurately the grasp subtleties that could enhance the realism of the resulting grip simulations. This issue could be overcome by adding sensors on performer’s fingers, and therefore monitoring the grasp mechanisms involving the fingers and the mallets. Of course we can consequently anticipate an additional work for extending our virtual performer modeling and simulation to take into account such additional data.
An other issue is related to the gesture simulation limitation, leading to upper-body motion exaggeration, as well as fixed movements for lower-body parts. Motion exaggeration can be explained by the dynamic properties of the body parts of the virtual percussionist. When the physical model is put into motion, these body parts seem to acquire too much inertia, so that even if the overall simulated motion is accurate enough compared to the recorded gesture units (Bouënard 2009c, Bouënard et al 2010b), an exaggeration of motion appears. An exploration of the dynamic properties of the physics model could solve this issue, more specifically joints linking limbs could involve an increase in stiffness. Moreover, fixed movements of the lower-body are related to balance strategies, i.e. how a timpanist involves his center of mass for helping him to switch between playing modes. In fact no balance strategies are involved in the simulation of the percussion exercises, although information on performers’ center of mass was captured in the motion capture sessions. This simulation choice explains the remark on the quite static bottom part of the virtual performer. Balance strategies could also help us to extend the repertoire of the virtual performer, as they are important if we want to simulate exercises where the virtual performer plays on several timpani instruments.

A final issue is the sound simulation limitation, which sometimes leads to resulting sounds without the metallic grain of real timpani sounds, or with too much attack saturation and not enough resonance. The lack of sound resonance is easily explained by the fact that the drum membrane model does not feature a resonance body. Moreover, the non-metallic nature of the resulting sounds may also come from a combination of imprecisions both from the drum membrane model itself since no metallic rim is included in the Modalys model, and from beat impact locations inaccuracies. A solution would then involve considering an extended model of the timpani instrument with Modalys.

The overall musical perspectives of our gesture-sound synthesis system are
encouraging as we plan also to apply it both for musical pedagogy and composition. A pedagogical tool based on our system would offer a multimodal interface for studying timpani gestures of a percussionist, being a student or a professor. Of course it would first imply a minimal amount of motion capture sessions, which can involve a heavy and time-consuming setup, but we believe it is a price to pay for accessing such pedagogical capabilities. A compositional tool can also be derived, with which composers could then choose for a substantial palette of percussion variations, such as gesture articulations, beat locations and tempi, yet from a minimal amount of gesture units. Gesture score inputs could be graphically implemented in a user interface for easying the editing process of composers, while giving them both visual and audio feedback of their simulated composition.
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